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Emerging Bilinguals Future Teachers’ Digital Behavior in ONLINE Pre-Calculus Class: Mixed Methods Study

Olga Kosheleva*, Julian Viera, Vladik Kreinovich

Abstract

The educational landscape is becoming a digital learning environment. Students in today’s digital world draw from multiple sources of information; from hypertext, videos, social media, to video games and internet searches (Luke, 2005). Emerging bilinguals, individuals learning two languages at once, who use software written in English have a passive relationship with the computer when software is not in their native language. They feel that this educational software belongs to another culture. This paper will present findings from a study with emergent bilinguals’ engagement in a fully online pre-calculus course. The authors utilized the Cultural-Historical Activity Theory to describe how emergent bilinguals (perspective teachers) created authentic bilingual learning environments and improved their self-efficacy for mathematics. This study utilized Activity Theory to explicate the complex digital practices of emergent bilinguals while engaged in an online mathematics course. This mixed methods study was conducted over four semesters at a university on the U.S.-Mexico border. Data collected from demographic survey, class forum questions, daily logs with snapshots, self-efficacy surveys, and emails as well as face-to-face interviews, was analysed through a constant comparison method. Two tensions emerged from the findings, the importance of learning English and encountering unfamiliar Spanish dialects or translations. The results of this study demonstrated that emergent bilinguals mediated several forms of translators and culturally relevant videos for meaning making and to make cognitive connections with the topics in an online mathematics course. They further developed agency in creating an equitable educational digital space where they developed mathematical biliteracy.
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Introduction

According to Lev Vygotsky (2012), humans learn through discourse and social contact; in online environments, this could be through email, course forums, texting, webinars, and blogs (Harasim, 2012). Griffiths et al. (1994) opined that cultural and language adaptation of software for non-English cultures could be beneficial. These researchers felt that software written in a student’s native language could benefit students socially, educationally and financially. Translating math software can be yet another tool for oppressed students to create equitable learning opportunities.

Studies which investigate translanguaging, best practices, and literacy in teaching mathematics for emerging bilinguals are numerous in the educational literature (Esquinca, 2011; Moschkovich, 1999; Moschkovich, 2007; and Remillard, & Cahnmann, 2005; Tahar et al., 2010). Self-efficacy and learning attitudes research is also an area studied in great depth (Canfield, 2001; Di Martino, & Zan, 2010; Freeman, 2012; Muilenburg & Berge, 2005; Reed, Drijvers, & Kirschner, 2010; Rivera, & Waxman, 2011; Spence, & Usher, 2007; Tahar et al., 2010). As more universities are offering more and more online mathematics courses, the necessity to study how emerging bilinguals engage with technology in a mathematics class and how this affects their self-efficacy is significant. This mixed-methods study focused on how emerging bilinguals utilized their digital practices to create equitable bilingual educational environments in an online pre-calculus course.

Theoretical Framework

Bandura (1977) defined self-efficacy as a belief in one’s ability to perform at a certain level. Students with a higher self-efficacy were found to have better test scores and achieved greater success in their mathematics classes (Freeman, 2012; Kitsantas, Cheema, & Ware, 2011; Rivera & Waxman, 2011). These studies implemented factor analysis on student surveys and questionnaires to quantify and measure self-efficacy and attitudes towards mathematics. Rivera and Waxman (2011) found that self-efficacy influenced emergent bilingual students’ resiliency in a mathematics classroom. A positive self-efficacy had a positive effect on the math course, whereas a negative self-efficacy had a negative effect. Moschkovich (2007) found that language was an important aspect of a positive attitude and self-efficacy. Students were found to improve mathematical conceptual knowledge when they were allowed to use their preferred language. When a Latin@ immigrant performs basic arithmetic calculations, they mentally perform these calculations in the language of instruction, which for many was in Spanish (Moschkovich, 2007). Moschkovich (2010) opined that mathematics researchers should be more concerned with how language use relates to mathematical learning than “with making subtle distinctions among different
language practices” (p. 130). Using language in learning mathematics may be far more evident in an online environment, where a student may have to find the meaning of mathematical terms and vocabulary by searching the internet.

This mixed methods study was designed to explore how emergent bilinguals (perspective teachers) engage in an online mathematics course through the interaction of the course rules and procedures, software and internet capabilities, and the sociocultural environments created in online classes.

The open-ended research questions are:

Research Question 1: How do undergraduate English Language Learners engage with an online math course?

a. How do emergent bilinguals make meaning of mathematical terminology using digital activity systems?

b. How does language meaning making with an intelligent tutoring system affect emergent bilingual’s progress with an intelligent tutoring system?

Research Question 2: Do digital meaning making practices such as email, course forums, texting, translating software, YouTube videos, and blogs impact self-efficacy?

**ALEKS software**

Online mathematics courses have evolved from professors posting PowerPoint presentations or lecture notes onto web-based learning management systems to the utilization of intelligent tutoring systems which can be translated into Spanish (Engelbrecht & Hardning, 2005; Harasim, 2012). In today’s online courses, emergent bilinguals have access to digital media, online translators and intelligent tutoring systems that can be translated into their native language for meaning making. One such intelligent tutoring system is ALEKS.

ALEKS unveiled English-Spanish mathematical courses in June 2008. The translations provided by ALEKS were written in native new world Spanish by human translators (ALEKS, 2017). Although the entire program can toggle back and forth from Spanish to English, the videos that are linked to the course within the software are not translated, nor are they subtitled in Spanish. ALEKS is not the only intelligent tutor on the educational market which can be translated. Practitioners and developers of online mathematics courses have a variety of software from which to choice in creating their online courses. ALEKS is based on techniques from artificial intelligence, utilizes conditional probabilities and if based on Knowledge Space Theory. Knowledge Space Theory uses combinatorics and stochastic processes to accurately determine the prior knowledge of topics a student has mastery of, called the student’s knowledge state (Falmagne et al., 1990). The creators of ALEKS, software engineers, computer scientists,
and mathematicians describe it as an artificially intelligent assessment and learning system. ALEKS is built on sophisticated concepts from combinatorics and stochastic processes in forming distinct knowledge states for students (Falmagne, et al., 1990; ALEKS, 2016). This is evident when one student is working on solving exponential equations while another student is discovering the concept of slope for a linear equation. Each student follows a unique learning path as determined by their knowledge state or zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1986). The constructivist basis of ALEKS can be traced to Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development and activity theory (Leont’ev, 1978; Vygotsky, 1960, 1986). Through Markovian procedures and conditional probabilities, ALEKS quickly and accurately determines which topics a student has mastery of. The software then generates unique questions for each student based on their previous answers. The software creates a learning path from the probability that the student will answer the questions for the next topic correctly (Falmagne et al., 1990). The set of all questions for one course on ALEKS is called the domain. The collection of sub-domains is called a “knowledge state”. Once a knowledge state has been determined, ALEKS provides each student with an individual learning path that the software has determined is the best fit for the student’s current knowledge state. Students can follow the learning path which ALEKS provides or they may choose a different path by selecting other topics and follow the learning path that begins with this new topic, so long as the student has mastered all prerequisite material. As a student works through the course, ALEKS periodically assesses the student to ensure that topics are retained in their long term memory.

There have been many studies on the effectiveness of ALEKS improving college mathematics course placement, standardized test scores and pass rates (Fine, Duggan, & Braddy, 2009; Golberg & Mckhann 2000; Hagerty & Smith 2005; Hagerty, Smith & Goodwin, 2010; Hampikian et al., 2006; Hampikian et al., 2007; McClendon & McArdle, 2002; Spradlin, 2011; Taylor, 2008; Xu, Meyer, & Morgan, 2009). These studies provided quantitative analysis and found ALEKS to be effective in improving placement test scores, standardized test scores, and class grades. Three of the studies (Hampikian et al., 2006; McClendon & McArdle, 2002; Xu, et al., 2009) provided qualitative data on student’s attitudes and self-efficacy in their research. These studies found that most participants felt that ALEKS was beneficial in helping them better understand the mathematical content.

None of these studies identified emergent bilinguals as participants nor did these studies address how language affected participants’ engagement with ALEKS. Emergent bilinguals are a population that has been widely ignored by research in the effectiveness of intelligent tutoring systems, such as ALEKS. The U.S. Hispanic population accounts for a little more than half the total U.S. population growth from 2000 to 2014, roughly 54% (Krogstad, 2016).
Cultural-Historical Activity Theory (CHAT)

Vygotsky, Leont’ev, and Luria, are credited with developing Cultural-Historical activity theory (CHAT), also referred to as Activity Theory (Blunden, 2010; Engeström, Miettinen, & Punamäki, 1999). Yrjö Engeström developed what is considered the third-generation of CHAT, in which the unit of analysis is a network of activity systems and the inherent tensions that arise in the learning process (Blunden, 2010; Engeström et al., 1999; Engeström 2001). In activity theory the unit of analysis is the activity by which the subject is mediating tools or artifacts in the realization of a goal; the goal is referred to as the object (Engeström et al., 1999; Lantolf, Thorne, & Poehner, 2015; Yamagata-Lynch, 2010). The activity in which the subject engages is additionally influenced by the procedures which govern the social community in which the subject resides and by the tasks, or roles, of that community (Engeström et al., 1999; Yamagata-Lynch, 2010). Activity theory is consistent with ethnographic studies that focus on behavior and activity to describe and explain human experiences.

Methodology

This study utilized an embedded-exploratory design where findings emerged from the analysis of qualitative data which was supported by findings from quantitative data (Creswell & Clark, 2007). The embedded-exploratory methodology utilized in this study provided the researchers access to the lived experiences and digital practices of several emerging bilinguals participating in an online pre-calculus course over three semesters. An IRB proposal was submitted and approved for this study. This study was conducted in an online pre-calculus course over four semesters, from 2014 through 2016. Through a CHAT framework, the author employed an embedded-exploratory design to analyse qualitative data supported by quantitative data.

Analysis of the multi-layered qualitative data through an activity theory lens illuminated the complex relationships emerging bilingual developed between the mathematical content, their academic language proficiency, and online sociocultural environments. Emergent bilinguals were able to make cognitive connections between prior knowledge learned in their native language, Spanish, and new topics learned in English. However, tensions arose with emergent bilinguals’ attitudes towards learning new material in English and their self-efficacy. These tensions lead the authors to develop an activity system diagram to fully describe emergent bilinguals’ digital learning environments.

Setting and Data sources

Data was gathered from one demographic survey, two self-efficacy surveys, weekly course forum questions, weekly logs with screen shots, email interviews with focus groups, and face-to-face interviews
with two key-informants, in an attempt to understand the digital practiced of Emerging bilinguals participating in an online pre-calculus course. As we mentioned in the beginning of this paper, geometric explanations of mathematics-based pedagogical recommendations are usually more convincing than the usual algebraic ones, and the more convincingly the explanations, the more willingly the teachers will follow them.

Findings

An activity system was developed by the authors of this study to explicate emergent bilinguals’ mediation of the translation capabilities in an intelligent tutoring system and an online translator (Figure 1). Emergent bilinguals made meaning of English vocabulary and mathematical lexicon by mediating the software translation capabilities and online translators. Figures 1 and 2, articulates the complex actions of emergent bilinguals within a sociocultural educational environment. Emergent bilinguals followed course procedures (Rules), were engaged in the online pre-calculus course (community), and were meaning consumers while mediating the online translators (mediating artifacts). Figure 1 displays the six components of Engeström’s (1999) activity system with arrows to indicate the tensions between each component that were encountered in the online pre-calculus course. These tensions were the unfamiliar Spanish dialects or translations emergent bilinguals encountered.

Figure 1. Activity system for translating online ALEKS software with tensions depicted by red arrows.
Figure 2. Activity system for online translating with tensions depicted by red arrows.

A two-way multivariate analysis of variance was conducted on the Mathematics Self-Efficacy Survey (MSES) pre- and post-surveys (N=13) with the two independent variables being the MSES survey scores and translating the software. A representative group of ten English-dominant students was used to compare with emergent bilingual key informants. The analysis showed that there was no statistically significant interaction nor a correlation between the MSES scores and whether a student translated the software with their self-efficacy, the dependent variable (F(18,5)=0.316, p=0.968; Wilks’ Λ=0.468). A two-way multivariate analysis of variance was also conducted on the Mathematics and Technology Attitudes Scale (MTAS) pre- and post-surveys (N=13), with the two independent variables being the MTAS and whether a student translated the software or not. The analysis showed that there was no statistically significant interaction between self-efficacy, the dependent variable, with mathematics and technology and whether a student translated the software or not, F(20,2)=0.326, p=0.961; Wilks’ Λ=0.039). There was, however, a statistical correlation between translating the software and individual survey items. The findings discussed next result from descriptive analysis.

Emergent bilinguals in this study developed confidence in their mathematical skills when they utilized their digital literacies to find solutions to the online practice problems. Emergent bilinguals believed that they could master a computer program needed for school. Their self-efficacy in the use of smart devices also increased at the end of the semester. One Spanish-dominant participant reflected the sentiments of many participants when she stated: “I feel confident [with ALEKS, the online software] and look forward to what
is next.” Emergent bilinguals utilized their digital meaning making strategies to show a marked improvement in their self-efficacy. The MTAS showed that emergent bilinguals increased their self-efficacy on several key items while their English-dominant counterparts’ self-efficacy decreased (Figure 3). Translating the online software and utilizing online translators allowed emergent bilinguals to make meaning of English vocabulary and increased their attitude towards class required computer programs. Emergent bilinguals developed agency in their mathematical education and increased their mastery of the mathematical topics through their digital practices. For emergent bilinguals, this translated to mastering any computer program required for school. Finally, emergent bilinguals developed a complex network of digital activities that allowed them to learn mathematics in both English and Spanish, leading to their belief that they do in fact have a mathematical mind (Item 9, Figure 3).

Figure 3. Bar graph showing emergent bilinguals increase in self-efficacy vs English-dominant participants’ decrease or stagnation in self-efficacy.
Scholarly Significance

These findings contribute to the literature on emergent bilinguals’ in several ways. The digital practices of emergent bilinguals’ proved to be a complex sociocultural endeavour which they created and mediated. Translating software into an emergent bilinguals’ native language allowed for participants’ agency in creating an equitable learning environment. Utilizing software translation capabilities and online translators gave emergent bilinguals an opportunity to make meaning of English lexicon and mathematical syntax. Researchers and practitioners of online mathematics courses may find that allowing students, in particular, emergent bilinguals, to mediate translation utilities may create a bilingual digital mathematics course in which emergent bilinguals can acquire academic mathematical literacy.

Discussions

These findings contribute to the literature on emergent bilinguals’ in several ways. The digital practices of emergent bilinguals’ proved to be a complex sociocultural endeavour which they created and mediated. Translating software into an emergent bilinguals’ native language allowed for participants’ agency in creating an equitable learning environment. Utilizing software translation capabilities and online translators gave emergent bilinguals an opportunity to make meaning of English lexicon and mathematical syntax. Researchers and practitioners of online mathematics courses may find that allowing students, in particular, emergent bilinguals, to mediate translation utilities may create a bilingual digital mathematics course in which emergent bilinguals can acquire academic mathematical literacy. As we mentioned in the beginning of this paper, geometric explanations of mathematics-based pedagogical recommendations are usually more convincing than the usual algebraic ones, and the move convincing the explanations, the more willingly the teachers will follow them.

Conclusion

From the qualitative findings, four common themes emerged from the inductive analysis of the qualitative data involving course forum questions and email interviews with emergent bilinguals who had completed the demographic survey and responded to course forum questions. These four themes were the importance of learning English, translating software to Spanish and using online translators, meaning making, and students creating a bilingual digital learning environment. These findings are significant because research on emergent bilinguals’ digital practices and engagement with online mathematical courses has been largely unexplored. The findings of the qualitative data
revealed that emergent bilinguals’ utilized digital practices to make meaning of English vocabulary and mathematical terminology. The results also revealed that emergent bilinguals made cognitive connections with mathematics by integrating their meaning making digital practices with culturally relevant videos and tutorials. For several emergent bilinguals, their digital practices increased the time on ALEKS to attain their final grade, however, on average, emergent bilinguals showed a higher percent increase from the ALEKS initial to final assessments. The results also indicated that emergent bilinguals did, in fact, increase their self-efficacy when translating the ALEKS software into Spanish. Integrating these two methods revealed emergent bilinguals’ agency in developing mathematical biliteracy.

The findings in this study show a need for improvements on pedagogical and content in online mathematics courses:
1. Creating bilingual digital educational spaces.
3. Developing applet resources in both English and Spanish to incorporate mathematical syntax, content misconceptions, and language misunderstandings.
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